#MacroSW Transcript

Healthcare social media transcript of the #MacroSW hashtag.

Thu, July 12th 2018, 8:45PM – Thu, July 12th 2018, 10:15PM (America/New_York).
See #MacroSW Influencers/Analytics.

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @UBSSW: We’re on a break from the #MacroSW chat tonight, but urge you to join in this important discussion on #ethics, #policy, and sox

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
Hi Everyone! Please forgive the soon to be flurry of tweets, #MacroSW begins in 10 minutes! #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SocialWorkItOut: I mentioned in class that I'm attending the @RESULTS_Tweets Int'l Conference in DC this weekend & a student stayed aft…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
All ready for #MacroSW tonight :) loving my new Bluetooth keyboard. Using an iPad full time. The laptop became too heavy to deal with, with 1 & Fibro https://t.co/8o3S7VzKgy

Progressive Doctors @progressiveMDs
Can we get 100 health professionals to join @DemSocialists in the next 24 hours? 🙏 Membership: https://t.co/x7tfv5s3gN @dsam4a sign up: https://t.co/TwRct52Jci Reply here and we’ll keep count! RT! #MedicareForAll #nurse #macroSW #politicsocialwork #medtwitter #SoMeDocs https://t.co/RI91U33qVc

TravelMSW @JenniferTheMSW
I've been unpacking for 2 months and pulled this out of a folder the other day, going through my office stuff. @spcummings ... fitting, huh? #CodeOfEthics #macroSW #SocialWork https://t.co/4AaNzClqcI

Stephen Cummings 📍 @spcummings
I'll be hosting #MacroSW chat in just a few minutes!

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: I'll be hosting #MacroSW chat in just a few minutes!

TravelMSW @JenniferTheMSW
RT @spcummings: I'll be hosting #MacroSW chat in just a few minutes!

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
Hey everyone, please forgive the flurry of tweets, #MacroSW starts now! #macrosw

Stephen Cummings 🤷‍♀️ @spcummings
Good evening, everyone! Welcome to the #MacroSW chat!

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: I'll be hosting #MacroSW chat in just a few minutes!

Karen 🇨🇦 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Hello #MacroSW!!! https://t.co/lo1A0sv93p

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @spcummings: Good evening, everyone! Welcome to the #MacroSW chat!

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @karenzgoda: Hello #MacroSW!!! https://t.co/lo1A0sv93p

Stephen Cummings 🇨🇦 @spcummings
Tonight's chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/c12Z71RDel #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 🇨🇦 @spcummings
If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/ly1tw0fLEb #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: Tonight's chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/c12Z71RDel #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/ly1tw0fLEb #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 🇨🇦 @spcummings
RT @karenzgoda: Hello #MacroSW!!! https://t.co/lo1A0sv93p

Andrew Goldstein @AndrewMakeTweet
RT @progressiveMDs: Can we get 100 health professionals to join @DemSocialists in the next 24 hours? 🤔 Membership: https://t.co/x7tfv5s3gN…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Hi #macrosw! Nancy here from @UMBC @mdsocialwork Looking forward to this chat. Hi @karenzgoda!

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Hi #macrosw! Nancy here from @UMBC @mdsocialwork Looking forward to this chat. Hi @karenzgoda!

Stephen Cummings 🇨🇦 @spcummings
If you are new to Macro #socialwork, we have a FAQ for that, too. #MacroSW https://t.co/jLrma8Y5sL

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: If you are new to Macro #socialwork, we have a FAQ for that, too. #MacroSW https://t.co/jLrma8Y5sL

Karen 🇨🇦 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Tonight's chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/c12Z71RDel #MacroSW

Karen 🇨🇦 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/ly1tw0fLEb #MacroSW

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
Hi, this is Jenna in the mitten state, LMSW, MPH, school district administrator. Excuse extra tweets as I chat with the #MacroSW crowd about

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Hi #macrosw! Nancy here from @UMBC @mdsocialwork Looking forward to this chat. Hi @karenzgoda!

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@nancy_kusmaul @UMBC @mdsocialwork #MacroSW https://t.co/5BROMt8RiU

Stephen Cummings 👑 🇺🇸 @spcummings
@A2RecDirect Good evening, Jenna! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: If you are new to Macro #socialwork, we have a FAQ for that, too. #MacroSW https://t.co/jLrma8Y5aL

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@nancy_kusmaul @UMBC @mdsocialwork @karenzgoda Welcome. #MacroSW

Alexis P. Davis, MSSA @SocialPsychA
I guess I missed the memo where the time moved. This is Alexis, MSSA, grant writer, research asst., aspiring policy analyst, in Central FL #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
Matt from the @UBSSW :-) (#AlumniNotFaculty) #macrosw

Stephen Cummings 👑 🇺🇸 @spcummings
For tonight's #MacroSW chat, we'll be talking about Social work leadership in the face of ethical policy conflicts. Read our blog post here: https://t.co/WYMldVXXhR

Stephen Cummings 👑 🇺🇸 @spcummings
@poliSW @nancy_kusmaul @UMBC @mdsocialwork @karenzgoda Good evening, Rachel! #MacroSW

Casey Bohrman @CaseyBohrman
Hi all! Casey a SW Prof from West Chester (but teaching at UPenn this summer). Excited to have students from my policy class joining us toni #MacroSW

TravelMSW ✈️ @JenniferTheMSW
I'm here. watching. #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: For tonight's #MacroSW chat, we'll be talking about Social work leadership in the face of ethical policy conflicts. Read ou...

Stephen Cummings 👑 🇺🇸 @spcummings
#MacroSW chats follow a Q & A format to make the conversation easier to follow. Please use A1, A2, etc. in chat question answers. In addition this week we will also have general Q & A after Q3.

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: #MacroSW chats follow a Q & A format to make the conversation easier to follow. Please use A1, A2, etc. in chat question.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: For tonight's #MacroSW chat, we'll be talking about Social work leadership in the face of ethical policy conflicts. Read ou...

Elise Johnson @EJohnsonLCSW
Greetings from L.A #macrosw dudes! https://t.co/4knIkLgKG7

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @spcummings: For tonight's #MacroSW chat, we'll be talking about Social work leadership in the face of ethical policy conflicts. Read ou...

Stephen Cummings 📣 @spcummings
Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @porndaughter and @Karenzgoda (Karen!!!) an hour ago

Talent Magnet @Talent__Magnet
RT @A2RecDirect: Hi, this is Jenna in the mitten state, LMSW, MPH, school district administrator. Excuse extra tweets as I chat with the #...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @porndaughter and @Karenzgoda (Hi,....

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @spcummings: Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @porndaughter and @Karenzgoda (Hi,...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@spcummings @nancy_kusmaul @UMBC @mdsocialwork @karenzgoda Hi @spcummings #MacroSW an hour ago

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@JenniferTheMSW #macrosw https://t.co/9UjvBmtU0i

Stephen Cummings 📣 @spcummings
@JenniferTheMSW Good evening, Virtual Pal! #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @spcummings: For tonight's #MacroSW chat, we'll be talking about Social work leadership in the face of ethical policy conflicts. Read ou...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@TheMattSchwartz @UBSSW @ubssw alumni are the best! #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @TheMattSchwartz @UBSSW @ubssw alumni are the best! #macrosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@EJohnsonLCSW Welcome to the chat. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 📣 @spcummings
I know introductions have started..let's take a few more moments. I'm Stephen Cummings, #MacroSW partner and Clinical Assistant Professo...

The University of Iowa School of Social Work. #MacroSW
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
@nancy_kusmaul @UBSSW Thank you! I 100% agree without a hint of bias! #macrosw

Karen 🎈 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @porndaughter & @Karenzgoda (Hi,…

Casey Bohrman @CaseyBohrman
Social policy student: where ya at?? #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 🍃 @spcummings
RT @CaseyBohrman: Social policy student: where ya at?? #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
Good to see folks join for the #MacroSW chat tonight! I'm Vilissa & I'm here reading & listening to the rain.

Rachel L. West @poliSW
I'm a co-founder and partner of #MacroSW chats. I'm an advocacy and community outreach consultant and @acosaorg board member.

Stephen Cummings 🍃 @spcummings
Q1 is coming up in 1 minute! #MacroSW

Andreas Balasis @AndreasBalasis
Reporting live from Philadelphia for my first ever #macrosw chat!

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: Q1 is coming up in 1 minute! #MacroSW

Samantha Matthews @sammatthews0
RT @spcummings: For tonight's #MacroSW chat, we'll be talking about Social work leadership in the face of ethical policy conflicts. Read ou..

Karen 🎈 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@A2RecDirect Welcome back!! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
@AndreasBalasis welcome! #macrosw

LeahFurbs @LeahFurbs5
Policy Student at UPENN for MSW! Looking forward to this chat and hearing your perspectives! #macrosw

Sarah Shor @sarahfshor
Sarah here - MSW student at UPenn. Looking forward to the chat! #MACROSW

Stephen Cummings 🍃 @spcummings
Tonight's topic is an extension of our June chat regarding current U.S. Immigration policy. #MacroSW
Stephen Cummings 💬 @spcummings
RT @poliSW: I'm a co-founder and partner of #MacroSW chats. I'm an advocacy and community outreach consultant and @acosaorg board member.

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: Tonight's topic is an extension of our June chat regarding current U.S. Immigration policy. #MacroSW

Praxis Podcast @PraxisPod
@VilissaThompson So hot here in Kansas... wish it was raining #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@PraxisPod Great to see you again! #MacroSW

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
Hi! I'm Abby, an advanced standing MSW student at UPenn! Participating in this chat for the first time tonight for my policy class! #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 💬 @spcummings
@AshAdvocate2 @CaseyBohman Welcome, Ashley! #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
So great to have so many MSW students in the summer! #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
@AbbyRameyMSW Welcome! #macrosw

Samantha Matthews @sammatthews0
Hi! I'm Samantha. I'm an MPA student taking my first ever social work class! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@SocialPsychA Hi Alexis! What do you mean about the time? #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @nancy_kusmaul: So great to have so many MSW students in the summer! #macrosw

Katherine @policystudent3
Looking forward to the chat! MSW student at UPenn #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 💬 @spcummings
As many of us are aware, children are being separated from families as part of current US immigration policy. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
CONGRATS on passing the licensure exam!!! #MacroSW https://t.co/QLKJkTfLH9

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: As many of us are aware, children are being separated from families as part of current US immigration policy. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @karenzgoda: CONGRATS on passing the licensure exam!!! #MacroSW https://t.co/QLkJkTilH9

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: For tonight's #MacroSW chat, we'll be talking about Social work leadership in the face of ethical policy conflicts. Read ou..

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Q1: How do you think social work is seen as part of this administration's current U.S. Immigration Policy? #MacroSW

claire lynch @claiiireSW
Hi everyone! My name is Claire. I'm an MSW student at UPenn in @CaseyBohrman policy class! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @CaseyBohrman: Hi all! Casey a SW Prof from West Chester (but teaching at UPenn this summer). Excited to have students from my pol cl...

Naomi DC @naomiMSWstudent
Hi, I'm Naomi! Another MSW student from @CaseyBohrman's social policy course at UPenn. macrosw

ny @nythomps
RT @CaseyBohrman: Hi all! Casey a SW Prof from West Chester (but teaching at UPenn this summer). Excited to have students from my pol cl...

Julia Tich @JuliaTich
MSW/NPL student! Very excited for the chat! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
@karenzgoda Thank You!!!!!! :-) I've been refreshing the NYS listing of licensed professionals only a few hundred times a day lol macrosw

Cheerfulbutter @MiaProhaska
Hi my name is Mia I'm a Macro student at UPENN. Excited to be chatting with you all! macrosw

TravelMSW @JenniferTheMSW
RT @spcummings: Q1: How do you think social work is seen as part of this administration's current U.S. Immigration Policy? #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
@karenzgoda I'm told it takes two weeks to appear... #PatienceIsAVirtueOrSomething macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Special welcome to all our #MacroSW students tonight!! 🤝😊 https://t.co/ydfDsoBvkT

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@karenzgoda Excellent news, Matt! #MacroSW

RandyB @RandyB21755321
Hey everyone. I'm an MSW student at Penn. I'm looking forward to the chat macrosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@naomiMSWstudent @CaseyBohrman Welcome #MacroSW
Elise Johnson @EJohnsonLCSW
1A. I assume the admin views SW much like the rest of the country; Mountains of misperceptions about our training and ethical standards. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@spcummings A1: I don't think the administration sees social work as part of anything. But we can and should play important roles. #macrosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@clairereSW @CaseyBohrman Welcome. #MacroSW

Ethics Retweet Bot @EthicsRetweet
RT @A2RecDirect: Hi, this is Jenna in the mitten state, LMSW, MPH, school district administrator. Excuse extra tweets as I chat with the #…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@JenniferTheMSW #MacroSW https://t.co/1yDoMh1m9q

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings A1: I don't think the administration sees social work as part of anything. But we can and should play imp…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: #MacroSW chats follow a Q & A format to make the conversation easier to follow. Please use A1, A2, etc. in chat question

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @EJohnsonLCSW: Greetings from L.A #macrosw dudes! https://t.co/4knIkLgKG7

Elese Lorentzen @Mercy31353
Hi all! I'm Elese, an MSW student from UPenn. #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @EJohnsonLCSW: 1A. I assume the admin views SW much like the rest of the country; Mountains of misperceptions about our training ar…

ny 😊 @nythomps
hello everyone, a macro social work student from @CaseyBohrman policy class at upenn! excited for the #macrosw chat tonight 😊

TravellMSW ⚡️ @JenniferTheMSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings A1: I don't think the administration sees social work as part of anything. But we can and should play imp…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
#MacroSW Hi everyone! I'm jumping in now after rehearsal. I'm Sunya Folayan, chat partner and creative macropractitioner.

Stephen Cummings 💪 @spcummings
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings A1: I don't think the administration sees social work as part of anything. But we can and should play imp…

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
A1: I'll admit I'm not as informed as I could be, but it seems like SWers aren't a huge part of the convo (yet) as others are suggesting #MacroS…

Stephen Cummings 💪 @spcummings
RT @EJohnsonLCSW: 1A. I assume the admin views SW much like the rest of the country; Mountains of misperceptions about our training ar…
ny 😊@nythomps
RT @karenzgoda: Special welcome to all our #MacroSW students tonight!! 🎉🎉 https://t.co/ydlDsOBvkT

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A1: I believe that when this administration asks SWers to participate in ways that are against the @nasw Code of Ethics we must immediately and desist, and resist #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@EJohnsonLCSW Great to see you tonight!! #MacroSW https://t.co/aZUfsoPg0N

Stephen Cummings 🌈∥ @spcummings
@RandyB21755321 Good evening, RandyB! #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1: I believe that when this administration asks SWers to participate in ways that are against the @nasw Code of Eth

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
A1: Very concerned about how social workers are & will be used to separate families. Also wonder if we’ll be utilized in providing services to th who have experienced separation & trauma. #MacroSW https://t.co/iORrmIkoic

TravelMSW✈️ @JenniferTheMSW
A1: I agree with @nancy_kusmaul that was the first thought in my mind. We aren’t a big enough threat nor do we appear to have enough pow in their minds. #macrosw

Sarah Shor @sarahshor
A1: I think the issue is that social work has played no role in this admin, especially w immigration policy, when in reality, it should play a huge r Potential misconceptions about us are likely a big reason for this #MACROSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Truth. #GoBills #MacroSW https://t.co/yq71V8vq3X

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1: I believe that when this administration asks SWers to participate in ways that are against the @nasw Code of Eth

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @AbbyRameyMSW: A1: I’ll admit I’m not as informed as I could be, but it seems like SWers aren’t a huge part of the convo (yet) as others

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: I know introductions have started..let’s take a few more moments. I’m Stephen Cummings, #MacroSW partner and Clinica Assis...

Naomi DC @naomiMSWstudent
A1: It seems that SW was an afterthought, if anything. Children were thrown into the foster care system and in detention centers without thoug the case management that would be required to ensure the best possible outcomes. #macrosw

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @VilissaThompson: A1: Very concerned about how social workers are & will be used to separate families. Also wonder if we’ll be utilize…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @CaseyBohrman: Social policy student: where ya at?? #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 🐦 @spcummings  @nythomps @CaseyBohrman Good evening, ny! #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW  @spcummings A1: You mean how this admin views us? #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  RT @VilissaThompson: A1: Very concerned about how social workers are & will be used to separate families. Also wonder if we'll be utilize...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz  A1.2 I believe that this administration is using SWers as a means of legitimizing their behavior. Something we have seen happen to nurses an doctors by other regimes #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 🐦 @spcummings  RT @sarahfshor: A1: I think the issue is that social work has played no role in this admin, especially w immigration policy, when in realit...

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW  RT @sarahfshor: A1: I think the issue is that social work has played no role in this admin, especially w immigration policy, when in realit...

Stephen Cummings 🐦 @spcummings  RT @VilissaThompson: A1: Very concerned about how social workers are & will be used to separate families. Also wonder if we'll be utilize...

Samantha Matthews @sammatthews0  A1: After reading the rather horrifying Vox article, social work appears to be used as a tool to detain children for longer periods and/or to deport th Unfortunately, what children tell social workers can be used against them. #MacroSW

Ashley Nassar @ashley_nassar  Hello all! Another clinical advanced standing MSW student here for my first twitter chat #MacroSW

Carly by Nature @Syncene_Rhari  RT @VilissaThompson: A1: Very concerned about how social workers are & will be used to separate families. Also wonder if we'll be utilize...

Andreas Balasis @AndreasBalasis  A1: I think social work is like most other aspects of this administration's frame of reference... nonexistent. Neglecting the advise of qualified ex is one of the few things they seem to do well... #macrosw https://t.co/BrUpBDQ4

Rachel L. West @poliSW  @nythomps @CaseyBohrman Happy to have you join us. #MacroSW

Michelle @WMichelleWho  RT @VilissaThompson: A1: Very concerned about how social workers are & will be used to separate families. Also wonder if we'll be utilize...

Rachel L. West @poliSW  @Mercy31353 Welcome. #MacroSW

TravelMSW @JenniferTheMSW  @TheMattSchwartz @nasw Arizona has been doing it for years #MacroSW
Stephen Cummings  📝  @spcummings
A1: #MacroSW One of my concerns was borne from this article in Vox last month: https://t.co/tc3JGcoPwu

TravelMSW  📩  @JenniferTheMSW
RT @VilissaThompson: A1: Very concerned about how social workers are & will be used to separate families. Also wonder if we'll be utilize…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW  @TheMattSchwartz
A1.3 while they do not have policies figured out for much of what they do - I believe they think they can use us as tools, and sadly, from my discussions, some folks think "we'll at least SWers are there!" #MacroSW

Elise Johnson  @EJohnsonLCSW
A1. I can't help but wonder if there are any MSWs staffing the facilities where the kids are being held. #MacroSW

Casey Bohrman  @CaseyBohrman
RT @VilissaThompson: A1: Very concerned about how social workers are & will be used to separate families. Also wonder if we’ll be utilize…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW  @TheMattSchwartz
RT @JenniferTheMSW: @TheMattSchwartz @nasw Arizona has been doing it for years #MacroSW

Abby Ramey  @AbbyRameyMSW
Also, again as others are suggesting, I’d like to believe a) we would not be where we are if SWers had been meaningfully involved, and b) what do get involved, we will refuse to involve ourselves in unethical behavior #MacroSW https://t.co/Qy6T7zspJn

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul  @nancy_kusmaul
A1: As I said in the last immigration chat, the irony lies in the misperception that social workers are the ones that take away children. The reality is continuously reinforced in this situation. #macrowsw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul  @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: A1: #MacroSW One of my concerns was borne from this article in Vox last month: https://t.co/tc3JGcoPwu

Sunya Folayan  @SunyaFolayan
@AndreasBalasis Welcome! #macrosw

Stephen Cummings  📝  @spcummings
@poliSW Yes, or the public...are we visible? #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW  @TheMattSchwartz
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A1: As I said in the last immigration chat, the irony lies in the misperception that social workers are the ones that t…

Casey Bohrman  @CaseyBohrman
RT @naomiMSWstudent: A1: It seems that SW was an afterthought, if anything. Children were thrown into the foster care system and in deter…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul  @nancy_kusmaul
RT @AndreasBalasis: A1: I think social work is like most other aspects of this administration's frame of reference... nonexistent. Neglecti…

Vilissa Thompson  @VilissaThompson
RT @spcummings: A1: #MacroSW One of my concerns was borne from this article in Vox last month: https://t.co/tc3JGcoPwu

Abby Ramey  @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @naomiMSWstudent: A1: It seems that SW was an afterthought, if anything. Children were thrown into the foster care system and in deter…
Naomi DC @naomiMSWstudent
RT @spcummings: A1: #MacroSW One of my concerns was born from this article in Vox last month: https://t.co/tc3JGcoPwu

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1.2 I believe that this administration is using SWers as a means of legitimizing their behavior. Something we have sn

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Karen, social worker in Boston and Instructor @SimmonsMSW. Just got back from a relaxing walk on the beach! #MacroSW https://t.co/iupQbckQ2G

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1.2 I believe that this administration is using SWers as a means of legitimizing their behavior. Something we have sn

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@ashley_nassar Welcome. Happy to have you join us. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@EJohnsonLCSW This is something I am interested in knowing more about as well. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1.3 while they do not have policies figured out for much of what they do - I believe they think they can use us as to..

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @karenzgoda Thank You!!!!!! :-) I've been refreshing the NYS listing of licensed professionals only a few hundred tim

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @EJohnsonLCSW: A1. I can't help but wonder if there are any MSWs staffing the facilities where the kids are being held. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @AbbyRameyMSW: Also, again as others are suggesting, I'd like to believe a) we would not be where we are if SWers had been meaning

Olive, MSW @Bensonolivia2
Hi there, I'm Olivia tuning into the #MacroSW chat from @CaseyBohrman social policy course!

Cheerfulbutbitter @MiaProhaska
I don't feel that social work principles or best practice is really a consideration of this current administration. Sadly, I feel this administration is causing trauma to children that will be with them for a lifetime. #macrosw

J isn't going away @paraempathetic
RT @spcummings: A1: #MacroSW One of my concerns was born from this article in Vox last month: https://t.co/tc3JGcoPwu

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@SocialPsychA Always 9pm EST! Sorry for any confusion. #MacroSW https://t.co/HrJlgFFhM

AshAdvocate @AshAdvocate2
A1: I feel that social work is a highly undervalued profession at this point in time. However I also feel that we will be wanted in order to help th

Alix @TwerkerSocial
A1: I think social work plays absolutely no role in the current administration, but I think more representation of social workers in government positions would be a fresh and helpful perspective for our country #macrosw

Stephen Cummings 🤹‍♂️ @spcummings
A1 themes: We are not visible, or seen as a factor in this current administration/may not directly involved with policy, but we should be... #MacroSW

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
This is Eriel. Sorry I am late. #MacroSW

Praxis Podcast @PraxisPod
#macrosw same. How might we investigate? https://t.co/7TCqYYiUna

Stephen Cummings 🤹‍♂️ @spcummings
RT @AshAdvocate2: A1: I feel that social work is a highly undervalued profession at this point in time. However I also feel that we will be...

Katherine @polystudent3
I don't think social workers or social work values are taken into consideration or valued by admin in making decisions regarding immigration- b many ppl would benefit if they were! #MacroSW

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @MiaProhaska: I don't feel that social work principles or best practice is really a consideration of this current administration. Sadly,...

Julia Tich @JuliaTich
A1: I don't know much about this issue but it seems like the only use of SW to this administration's immigration policy would be to further their agenda with many potential ethical issues arising from SWs #MacroSW

Elise Johnson @EJohnsonLCSW
@spcummings @poliSW No. As a profession we've done a terrible job of marketing our skills and ethics towards the public. (See every t.v. Sh ever) #macroSW

LeahFurbs @LeahFurbs5
@spcummings A1: I believe that social work isn't seen as part of the current policy. Social workers continue to advocate for the families and cl impacted by this "humanitarian crisis" as the blog puts it! #Macrosw

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @TwerkerSocial: A1: I think social work plays absolutely no role in the current administration, but I think more representation of socia...

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @spcummings: A1 themes: We are not visible, or seen as a factor in this current administration/may not directly involved with policy, bu...

ny 😜 @nythomps
it's apparent with U.S. immigration that social work is completely disregarded. This admin lacks the bare minimum foundation of ETHICS, whic the core of our profession, we all know if social workers ran the government QoL would increase tenfold for ALL human beings. #macrosw https://t.co/D5zqNEEduR

Stephen Cummings 🤹‍♂️ @spcummings
@MiaProhaska This is view to the theme of our chat tonight! #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @policystudent3: I don't think social workers or social work values are taken into consideration or valued by admin in making decisions...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Q1: How do you think social work is seen as part of this administration's current U.S. Immigration Policy? #MacroSW

Sarah Shor @sarahshor
@MiaProhaska A1: On top of causing the trauma, this administration isn't doing anything to help these kids or their families recover and heal! #macrowsw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings A1: I don't think the administration sees social work as part of anything. But we can and should play imp...

Naomi DC @naomiMSWstudent
RT @MiaProhaska: I don't feel that social work principles or best practice is really a consideration of this current administration. Sadly,...

Katherine @policystudent3
RT @EJohnsonLCSW: @spcummings @poliSW No. As a profession we've done a terrible job of marketing our skills and ethics towards the p...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @EJohnsonLCSW: 1A. I assume the admin views SW much like the rest of the country; Mountains of misperceptions about our training ar eth...

Stephen Cummings 🎨.cm 🟧 @spcummings
Q2 is coming up in one minute! #MacroSW

Katherine @policystudent3
RT @spcummings: A1 themes: We are not visible, or seen as a factor in this current administration/may not directly involved with policy, bu...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
#KeepFamiliesTogether #MacroSW https://t.co/p2a0vIIsbq

@mizz_picklezz mizzpicklez @mizzpicklezz
@spcummings We definitely need more SW on Capitol Hill #MacroSW

Katherine @policystudent3
RT @TwerkerSocial: A1: I think social work plays absolutely no role in the current administration, but I think more representation of socia...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @VilissaThompson: A1: Very concerned about how social workers are & will be used to separate families. Also wonder if we'll be utilize...

TravelMSW 🎨 @JenniferTheMSW
RT @AshAdvocate2: A1: I feel that social work is a highly undervalued profession at this point in time. However I also feel that we will be...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: A1: #MacroSW One of my concerns was borne from this article in Vox last month: https://t.co/tc3JGcoPwu

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @EJohnsonLCSW: @spcummings @poliSW No. As a profession we've done a terrible job of marketing our skills and ethics towards the p…
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: A1 themes: We are not visible, or seen as a factor in this current administration/may not directly involved with policy, bu…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @AshAdvocate2: A1: I feel that social work is a highly undervalued profession at this point in time. However I also feel that we will be…

TravelMSW @JenniferTheMSW
RT @spcummings: A1 themes: We are not visible, or seen as a factor in this current administration/may not directly involved with policy, bu…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Q2 is coming up in one minute! #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
So great to see so many students tonight in the summer time! #MacroSW

Katherine @policystudent3
RT @nythomps: it's apparent with U.S. immigration that social work is completely disregarded. This admin lacks the bare minimum foundation

RandyB @RandyB21755321
A1: I think the current administration puts very little importance on social work or social work values. #macrosw

TravelMSW @JenniferTheMSW
@WrightEriel catching up on case notes. it's okay. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
#traumainformedcare is utterly absent. Beyond the trauma immigration policies are causing, this is a population with much past trauma. #macrosw
https://t.co/HcwHSSbV7y

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@WrightEriel Better late than never. Welcome. #macroSW

Andreas Balasis @AndreasBalasis
RT @nythomps: it's apparent with U.S. immigration that social work is completely disregarded. This admin lacks the bare minimum foundation

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@EJohnsonLCSW @poliSW Yes -- media portrayals. Another chat topic we could easily have #MacroSW

Brianna Simons @SocialWERKit
A1: I feel the administration fails to use social workers as a reference. Our skills and expertise seems to be under utilized. #MacroSW
https://t.co/B91AgCSsAW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A1.4 A1.4 we see this in other areas as well, such as @GoBrinkman who wants to criminalize our work with trans youth if we don't out them to their parents #MacroSW https://t.co/wdCRdpkDTq

TravelMSW @JenniferTheMSW
RT @EJohnsonLCSW: @spcummings @poliSW No. As a profession we've done a terrible job of marketing our skills and ethics towards the p…
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@CaseyBohrman @SimmonsMSW #MacroSW https://t.co/D7cOyjvYF

Stephen Cummings 📞 @spcummings
Q2: What ethical conflicts seem apparent in current U.S. Immigration Policy? #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @EJohnsonLCSW: @spcummings @poliSW No. As a profession we've done a terrible job of marketing our skills and ethics towards the…

Kayla Rayne-bow 🇺🇸 @KaylaRayne_
RT @VilissaThompson: A1: Very concerned about how social workers are & will be used to separate families. Also wonder if we'll be utilize…

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: #traumainformedcare is utterly absent. Beyond the trauma immigration policies are causing, this is a population with m…

Ashley Nassar @ashley_nassar
A1: I would imagine the administration views SW rapport with clients as a exploitative resource; perhaps a "bearer of bad news" to shield from backlash #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@RandyB21755321 The current administration puts little importance on anyone with any expertise in relevant areas. #macrosow

@mizzpicklezz 🍍 @mizzpicklezz
@EJohnsonLCSW Probably soフル. Southwest Key is a human services organization. They are also one of the largest placement agencies in the…

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Yes. More social workers need to run for office, work in social policy, and work for elected officials. #MacroSW https://t.co/Y1tS86mUm7

Stephen Cummings 📞 @spcummings
@TheMattSchwartz @GoBrinkman Matt - yes, this is truly terrifying to me. This is attempting to increase harm through policy. #MacroSW

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
A2 Where to start with the ethical violations? The separation of families is most fundamental. I also suspect there were ethical probs in how th agencies who received children were selected. Do all of the agencies have bilingual and bicultural staff? Etc. #MacroSW

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1.4 A1.4 we see this in other areas as well, such as @GoBrinkman who wants to criminalize our work with trans y…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@spcummings #MacroSW https://t.co/2iNoY6lF9

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A2 Dignity and Worth of the Person, the throwing away of the entire @NASW Code of Ethics, long term damag to families and children #macr…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Q2: What ethical conflicts seem apparent in current U.S. Immigration Policy? #MacroSW
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: @TheMattSchwartz @GoBrinkman Matt - yes, this is truly terrifying to me. This is attempting to increase harm through pol

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@spcummings A2: Ethical conflicts exist for any social workers who are employed in immigration systems. #macrosw

Stephen Cummings 🤔 @spcummings
@mizzpicklezz This x 1000 #MacroSW

TravelMSW✈️ @JenniferTheMSW
@TheMattSchwartz @GoBrinkman how does HIPPA laws play into this? That's federal. #MacroSW

ny 😞 @nythomps
@ashley_nassar you know, I never thought about this perspective. I am sure there are some of us there, being forced to make the best of a very shitty situation. Hopefully, not abiding by the policies with the same energy as the admin, but trying to make the blow easier for families. #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2 Dignity and Worth of the Person, the throwing away of the entire @NASW Code of Ethics, long term damag to families...

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
A2: more like what ethical concerns *aren't* present lol #MacroSW

Elise Johnson @EJohnsonLCSW
A2 Social Welfare providers are the most qualified to care for these kids but at the same time I can't imagine any MSW who would. Who ARE these contracts? (I've read some really horrible things about several.)#MacroSW

Samantha Matthews @sammatthews0
eye-opening read #macroSW https://t.co/GmQUFUwUZP

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1.4 A1.4 we see this in other areas as well, such as @GoBrinkman who wants to criminalize our work with trans yo

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
@spcummings @GoBrinkman let him jail us while the attorneys battle it in court: we'll bring Mental Health & SW into the prisons! #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @A2RecDirect: A2 Where to start with the ethical violations? The separation of families is most fundamental. I also suspect there were e..

@mizz_picklezz😊 @mizzpicklezz
@poliSW @WrightEriel I'm late too😊. I'm Adrienne an LMSW in NY state and an alum of the #UBSSW #MacroSW go bulls estados

Praxis Podcast @PraxisPod
#MacroPodcast check out the report on social workers employed in fed gov https://t.co/hJG2mxjqbC

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @poliSW: Yes. More social workers need to run for office, work in social policy, and work for elected officials. #MacroSW https://t.co/Y...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @JenniferTheMSW: @TheMattSchwartz @GoBrinkman how does HIPPA laws play into this? That's federal. #MacroSW
Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
@AshAdvocate2 @spcummings A1: I agree with you. We are undervalued and this administration is not taking us serious. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @AbbyRameyMSW: A2: more like what ethical concerns "aren't" present lol #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 💪🏻 @spcummings
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2 Dignity and Worth of the Person, the throwing away of the entire @NASW Code of Ethics, long term damage to families...

Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: #traumainformedcare is utterly absent. Beyond the trauma immigration policies are causing, this is a population with mi

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @poliSW: Yes. More social workers need to run for office, work in social policy, and work for elected officials. #MacroSW https://t.co/Y...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
A2: In my mind, I wonder when we'll finally hit the bottom of the unethical barrel. And with that, will the damage be reversible? #MacroSW https://t.co/EZVrpnzLI5

@mizz_picklez @mizzpicklezz
RT @A2RecDirect: A2 Where to start with the ethical violations? The separation of families is most fundamental. I also suspect there were e..

Cheerfulbutbitter @MiaProhaska
@nancy_kusmaul That is so true! The past experiences of these children are being completely disregarded in order to "move the process along" heartbreakingly as a social worker when you see the damage being done but don’t know how to intervene or advocate for these kids. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
@AbbyRameyMSW so much this! #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @EJohnsonLCSW: A2 Social Welfare providers are the most qualified to care for these kids but at the same time I can’t imagine any MSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @AbbyRameyMSW: A2: more like what ethical concerns "aren't" present lol #MacroSW

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings A2: Ethical conflicts exist for any social workers who are employed in immigration systems. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@mizzpicklezz @WrightEriel Welcome #MacroSW

Sarah Shor @sarahfshor
A2: Oh wow, way too many. Dignity and worth of a person, a person's right to self determination, the physical conditions of facilities, poor servi any) being provided....unfortunately, the list could go on. #MACROSW

Brianna Simons @SocialWERKit

A2: Social workers value "dignity and worth of a person" however gvn't policies convey the opposite #MacroSW https://t.co/ScxmGzEKbh

claire lynch @claiiireSW
The NASW Code of Ethics outlines dignity and worth of a person, which conflicts with the treatment of children and families seen in immigration work. #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @PraxisPod: #Macrosw check out the report on social workers employed in fed gov https://t.co/hJG2mxjqbC

Stephen Cummings 🔄 @spcumings
RT @sarahfhshor: A2: Oh wow, way too many. Dignity and worth of a person, a person's right to self determination, the physical conditions of...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @EJohnsonLCSW: A2 Social Welfare providers are the most qualified to care for these kids but at the same time I can't imagine any MSW

Karen ❤ Zgoda @karenzgoda
@nancy_kusmaul Painful Passages: Traumatic Experiences and Post-Traumatic Stress among Immigrant Latino Adolescents and their Prima Caregivers https://t.co/Ss81ZfaGDh #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 🔄 @spcumings
RT @MiaProhaska: @nancy_kusmaul That is so true! The past experiences of these children are being completely disregarded in order to "m

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @sarahfhshor: A2: Oh wow, way too many. Dignity and worth of a person, a person's right to self determination, the physical conditions of...

AshAdvocate @AshAdvocate2
A2: I was just watching a video that stated children were being returned..but with lice and were not bathed for weeks. It is highly unethical for t government to put innocent children in these conditions. #MacroSW https://t.co/Stt1Um8nDF

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: @nancy_kusmaul Painful Passages: Traumatic Experiences and Post-Traumatic Stress among Immigrant Latino Adolescents and the...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
The four legged social worker in my house is attempting to take the keyboard #MacroSW https://t.co/zurvYDfEMY

Karen ❤ Zgoda @karenzgoda
@nancy_kusmaul Common mental health problems in immigrants and refugees: general approach in primary care https://t.co/7GL6I7ZZnL #MacroSW

Andreas Balasis @AndreasBalasis
A2: I don't think the @nasw specifically states "do not kidnap and significantly traumatize asylum seekers", but to me that's toward the top of tl #macrosw https://t.co/5CkI3F9biz

Julia Tich @JuliaTich
A2: Much of the policies break SW ethical codes such as dignity and worth of a person, integrity, social justice, and potential egregious breach confidentiality #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @AndreasBalasis: A2: I don't think the @nasw specifically states "do not kidnap and significantly traumatize asylum seekers", but to me...
Naomi DC @naomiMSWstudent
RT @karenzgoda: @nancy_kusmaul Painful Passages: Traumatic Experiences and Post-Traumatic Stress among Immigrant Latino Adolescents and the…

Praxis Podcast @PraxisPod
#macrosw it's from 2011, need to find an updated report, 5,000 in DoJ https://t.co/015iYYFgbx

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SocialWERKit: A2: Social workers value "dignity and worth of a person" however gvn't policies convey the opposite #MacroSW https://t.co/r

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @claiiireSW: The NASW Code of Ethics outlines dignity and worth of a person, which conflicts with the treatment of children and families...

Stephen Cummings ☁️ accuses @spcummings
A2: This question may seem obvious, but in our climate, the argument exists that as long as policy in place, ethics are secondary. #MacroSW

@mizz_picklez confesses @mizzpiclezz
@A2RecDirect Our professional code of ethics is CRYSTAL CLEAR when it comes to dignity and choice. Unfortunately, these values do not seem to be options for families who try to engage with our current immigration system #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @AndreasBalasis: A2: I don't think the @nasw specifically states "do not kidnap and significantly traumatize asylum seekers", but to me…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
@AndreasBalasis There are things I think @nasw didn't think they really *NEEDED* to mention in our Code of Ethics... #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Helping immigrant children heal https://t.co/KMzX9a4ekw via @APA #MacroSworth fluids

LeahFurbs @LeahFurbs5
Where do I begin? The current policy does not view the dignity of the families affected. These families who have lived in the U.S and have lived similar lives as anyone else. We are all at the basic level human and deserved to be treated as one!! #MacroSW https://t.co/yPjrYtbz3h

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
#MacroSW A1 This administration is not about prevention, preservation, or healing. It's actions and many policies are antithetical to social wor values. I dont see us as having a real seat at the table.

Kayla Rayne-bow 🇲 🇺 @KaylaRayne_bow
A1: I'm concerned about how legislation can be used to harm immigrants seeking services. However, I think as social workers, it's our duty to protect our clients from the harm this administration seeks to cause. #macrosw https://t.co/cgvGvxogBq

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @KaylaRayne_bow: A1: I'm concerned about how legislation can be used to harm immigrants seeking services. However, I think as social wor

Stephen Cummings ☁️ accuses @spcummings
A2: The #SocialWork Code of Ethics is purposely written to avoid prescription, but rather wide application. #MacroSW
Sarah Shor @sarahfshor
@spcumings Can you explain what you mean a bit more by that? #MacroSW

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @PraxisPod: #Macrosocial check out the report on social workers employed in fed gov https://t.co/hJG2mxjqbC

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @SunyaFolayan: #MacroSW A1 This administration is not about prevention, preservation, or healing. It's actions and many policies are an

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @VilissaThompson: A1: In my mind, I wonder when we'll finally hit the bottom of the unethical barrel. And with that, will the damage be...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcumings: A2: The SocialWork Code of Ethics is purposely written to avoid prescription, but rather wide application. #MacroSW

Katherine @policystudent3
A2. IMPORTANCE OF HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS!!! And probably every other core value... dignity and worth of a person etc etc #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcumings: A2: This question may seem obvious, but in our climate, the argument exists that as long as policy in place, ethics are sec

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @JenniferTheMSW: @WrightEriel catching up on case notes. It's okay. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 💪 @spcumings
RT @PraxisPod: #Macrosocial check out the report on social workers employed in fed gov https://t.co/hJG2mxjqbC

TravelMSW✈️ @JenniferTheMSW
A2: Here's our ethical quagmire, in order to uphold the COE we have to lie or misinform to protect out clients and not break the law. Case in pt to report to ICE if not CT undoc. I flat out told ppl, don't tell me ur status. if you're undoc i have to report. dont tell.#macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @PraxisPod: #Macrosocial check out the report on social workers employed in fed gov https://t.co/hJG2mxjqbC

Andreas Balasis @AndreasBalasis
@spcumings A2: Question, how do you think we can begin to try and roll-back the brainwashing of those who subscribe to this logic? #macr

Stephen Cummings 💪 @spcumings
@mizzpicklezz @poliSW @WrightEriel Great to see you here, Mizz_Picklezz! #MacroSW

@mizz_picklezz userName @mizzpicklezz
@spcumings AHA! But laws are laws. We can look at current laws and even past laws (segregation, slavery etc) and see that laws can in f
ethical violations #MacroSW

Ashley Nassar @ashley_nassar
Q2: Practicing under government policy standards that fail to preserve the dignity and worth of immigrants poses as an ethical dilemma #Macr

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
@spcumings so true, it's very much a "too bad about your CoE, this is the policy/law!" #macrosw
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @policystudent3: A2. IMPORTANCE OF HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS!!! And probably every other core value... dignity and worth of a person etc...

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
A2 I'm thinking about how this policy is a good example of the continuum of micro <-> macro ethical considerations. #MacroSW

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
#MacroSW https://t.co/l4VOd6G1YG

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2 Dignity and Worth of the Person, the throwing away of the entire @NASW Code of Ethics, long term damag to families...

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
A2: Themes: Dignity and Worth, Self-Determination, human relationships (see all values and principles in CoE) #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SunyaFolayan: #MacroSW A1 This administration is not about prevention, preservation, or healing. It's actions and many policies are an

Eliese Lorentzen @Mercy31353
A2) no respect for the inherent dignity and worth of a person #macrosw

Alix @TwerkerSocial
RT @sarahfshor: A2: Oh wow, way too many. Dignity and worth of a person, a person's right to self determination, the physical conditions of...

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @JenniferTheMSW: A2: Here's our ethical quagmire, in order to uphold the COE we have to lie or misinform to protect out clients and not.

@mizz_piclezz @mizzpicklezz
@spcummings @poliSW @WrightEriel Yea I missed a few! It's good to be back 😊😊 #MacroSW

RandyB @RandyB21755321
A2: To call separating children from their parents because they crossed an imaginary line unethical seems like an understatement. #macrosw

Casey Bohrman @CaseyBohrman
A2: we are advocating to reunite families but there is a danger they will be reunited and the ALL detained indefinitely. The administration may this is a reason to negate the Flores ruling that limited detention of minors to 20 days #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @A2RecDirect: A2 I'm thinking about how this policy is a good example of the continuum of micro <-> macro ethical considerations. #MacroSW

Naomi DC @naomiMSWstudent
RT @karenzgoda: Helping immigrant children heal https://t.co/KMzX9a4ekw via @APA #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Q3 is coming up in 1 minute! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: Q3 is coming up in 1 minute! #MacroSW
MyCupofTea @AnonQuaggaLCSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1.4 A1.4 we see this in other areas as well, such as @GoBrinkman who wants to criminalize our work with trans you

ny 😢 @nythomps
Pulled directly from the code of ethics: importance of human relationships. By separating these families, the US admin is derailing the develop of young black and brown children while also temporarily destroying the family system often resulting in permanent damage. #macrosw https://t.co/9cwSYNLJT6

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @RandyB21755321: A2: To call separating children from their parents because they crossed an imaginary line unethical seems like an un...

Katherine @policystudent3
RT @RandyB21755321: A2: To call separating children from their parents because they crossed an imaginary line unethical seems like an un...

Kat Kline @AssignedForkAB
RT @VilissaThompson: A2: In my mind, I wonder when we'll finally hit the bottom of the unethical barrel. And with that, will the damage be...

Stephen Cummings 😏miş @spcummings
@AbbyRameyMSW Abby - this is one of the core issues. Do we comply as a functional cog, or seek to reduce harm and engage in ethical pr...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @CaseyBohrman: A2: we are advocating to reunite families but there is a danger they will be reunited and the ALL detained indefinitely...

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
This is actually a topic brought up in the new Incredibles 2 movie shockingly enough lol - what do we do when the law is wrong? #MacroSW https://t.co/QaGXbzn3rX

Stephen Cummings 😏miş @spcummings
RT @nythomps: Pulled directly from the code of ethics: importance of human relationships. By separating these families, the US admin is der.

Karen 👸Zgoda @karenzgoda
@mizzpicklezz @spcummings @poliSW @WrightEriel You're back!!! #MacroSW https://t.co/uuyUhu2Dprg

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @VilissaThompson: A2: In my mind, I wonder when we'll finally hit the bottom of the unethical barrel. And with that, will the damage be...

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @spcummings: @AbbyRameyMSW Abby - this is one of the core issues. Do we comply as a functional cog, or seek to reduce harm and ε in...

Stephen Cummings 😏miş @spcummings
@CaseyBohrman Yes, this seems to be the emerging "solution"...very troubling #MacroSW

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@spcummings Laws are not ethics. To say "well this is the policy...", when the policy is a clear violation of human rights,..is cowardice. #Macr...
RT @AbbyRameyMSW: This is actually a topic brought up in the new Incredibles 2 movie shockingly enough lol - what do we do when the law

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@AndreasBalasis @spcummings A2 Educate and speak up. Have thoughtful discussions, call out injustices when you see them, write articles, letters to the editors, etc. #MacroSW

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @CaseyBohrman: A2: we are advocating to reunite families but there is a danger they will be reunited and the ALL detained indefinitely....

Katherine @policystudent3
RT @AbbyRameyMSW: This is actually a topic brought up in the new Incredibles 2 movie shockingly enough lol - what do we do when the law

Stephen Cummings 🤖🤖 @spcummings
@AbbyRameyMSW Yes! I saw Incredibles 2. The "Slap on the wrist" joke got a rousing round of applause in the theater I was at #MacroSW

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @spcummings: @AbbyRameyMSW Yes! I saw Incredibles 2. The "Slap on the wrist" joke got a rousing round of applause in the theater I was at...

Emily Lane @emilyalane33
RT @nythomps: it's apparent with U.S. immigration that social work is completely disregarded. This admin lacks the bare minimum foundation

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @poliSW: @AndreasBalasis @spcummings A2 Educate and speak up. Have thoughtful discussions, call out injustices when you see them, a...

Stephen Cummings 🤖🤖 @spcummings
Q3: How do we as social workers respond to ethical crisis in practice? What examples do you have? #MacroSW

@mizz_picklez @mizzpicklezz
@CaseyBohrman There has to be a better way, A HUMAN way of helping these families running to our borders for safety. What the current administration is doing now is not a solution #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: @AbbyRameyMSW Yes! I saw Incredibles 2. The "Slap on the wrist" joke got a rousing round of applause in the theater I was at...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: A2: Themes: Dignity and Worth, Self-Determination, human relationships (see all values and principles in CoE) #MacroSW

LeahFurbs @LeahFurbs5
@AndreasBalasis @nasw too bad our government isn't held to a handbook of written ethical standards!! #macroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: Q3: How do we as social workers respond to ethical crisis in practice? What examples do you have? #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 🤖🤖 @spcummings
@poliSW @AndreasBalasis THIS! #MacroSW

Samantha Matthews @sammatthews0
A2: Oh boy. Where to begin? Ultimately, I think it comes down to the blatant disrespect of human rights and innate dignity. This administration dehumanizes and "others" immigrants in order to push its immigration agenda #macrosw

@mizz.picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@RandyB21755321 I agree. At the very least...let's call it what it is- human rights violations...#MacroSW

TravelMSW @JenniferTheMSW
RT @spcummings: Q3: How do we as social workers respond to ethical crisis in practice? What examples do you have? #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A3 Seek Supervision! If something feels off it probably is! If supervision feels off, get more supervision from outside the agency! #macrosw

Karen 🍃 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Support @ACLU and take it to the courts! They have a great track record in getting bad laws stopped: https://t.co/JQW4tKxrmx #MacroSW https://t.co/pqATTxP59C

Stephen Cummings 🎉 @spcummings
RT @poliSW: @AndreasBalasis @spcummings A2 Educate and speak up. Have thoughtful discussions, call out injustices when you see them, a...

Ann-Marie O'Brien @StrongGirl51
@spcummings #macroSW there are not enough characters allowed on twitter to describe the ethical conflicts. Let's just say the policy is 'ethic unencumbered'

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@spcummings A3: I'm certain there are historical examples of social workers responding in courageous, ethical ways, but I can't think of any. #macrosw

Kayla Rayne-bow 🇺🇸 KaylaRayne
A2: US immigration policy asks us to disregard the full humanity of a person immigrating. Social workers must recognize that just because something is law doesn't make it ethical. #MacroSW https://t.co/zlCYIxZVzi

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Support @ACLU and take it to the courts! They have a great track record in getting bad laws stopped: https://t.co/JQW4tKxrmx

Andreas Balasis @AndreasBalasis
@poliSW @spcummings A2: Absolutely. It just pains me trying to do this with people who are so planted in their ideologies that they can't see human suffering. It's hard for me to comprehend the lack of empathy it takes to think these practices are justifiable #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3 Seek Supervision! If something feels off it probably is! If supervision feels off, get more supervision from outside...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @sammatthews0: A2: Oh boy. Where to begin? Ultimately, I think it comes down the blatant disrespect of human rights and innate dignity.

Alix @TwerkerSocial
@LeahFurbs5 You're so right! Our policies should value integrity and dignity, but this does the exact opposite of promoting equality of opportu and enhancing the social functioning of families #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @StrongGirl51: @spcummings #macroSW there are not enough characters allowed on twitter to describe the ethical conflicts. Let's just s

@mizz_picklez @mizzpicklezz
@LeahFurbsS @AndreasBalasis @nasw Our government HAS a professional code of ethics, however...I mean...they are not abiding by them There's literally a department of ethics in DC #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @KaylaRayne_: A2: US immigration policy asks us to disregard the full humanity of a person immigrating. Social workers must recognize !

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A3.1 Q-U-I-T! If the choice is your job or your ethics, dump your job! At least you'll be able to sleep at night. #macrow

TravelMSW @JenniferTheMSW
A3: 1. vote or run for office 2. donate money or time to orgs that are going to be overwhelmed in the crisis 3. educate yourself 4. support communities of color 5. advocate, take a stand #macrosw

Stephen Cummings 🤔🤔 @spcummings
A3: Understandably, it may be difficult to speak to practice conflicts in this forum. This is part of the decision-making a SW may have to do with clients. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TwerkerSocial: @LeahFurbsS You're so right! Our policies should value integrity and dignity, but this does the exact opposite of promot..

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @AndreasBalasis: @poliSW @spcummings A2: Absolutely. It just pains me trying to do this with people who are so planted in their ideolo

TravelMSW Jennifer @spcummings @nancy_kusmaul @spcummings voter registration #macroSW

@mizz_picklez @mizzpicklezz
@StrongGirl51 @spcummings That's a great way of explaining it #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 🤔🤔 @spcummings
RT @karenzgoda: Support @ACLU and take it to the courts! They have a great track record in getting bad laws stopped: https://t.co/JQW4tKxrm…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A3.2 Develop your Social Voice: Social Media isn't slacktivism (that's an ableist standpoint). Develop your eTools! #macrow

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @JenniferTheMSW: A3: 1. vote or run for office 2. donate money or time to orgs that are going to be overwhelmed in the crisis 3. educate.

Julia Tich @JuliaTich
A3: This is something I think about all the time with school SW and work with children in general. In some schools it's very difficult to be compl confidential as students are constantly monitoring one another. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3.1 Q-U-I-T! If the choice is your job or your ethics, dump your job! At least you'll be able to sleep at night. #macро

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @KaylaRayne_: A2: US immigration policy asks us to disregard the full humanity of a person immigrating. Social workers must recognize !

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Q3: How do we as social workers respond to ethical crisis in practice? What examples do you have? #MacroSW

Sarah Shor @sarahfshor
A3: Fortunately, no examples here. But, as a young social worker, my answer is always going to be supervision. Seek guidance from those who have been in your position and ask for help. And if something feels wrong, listen to your gut and speak up! #MACROSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: @AndreasBalasis @spcummings A2 Educate and speak up. Have thoughtful discussions, call out injustices when you see them, a…

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
A3: We should always speak up. However, this works well if your agency/organization is ethical & takes concerns expressed seriously. Some social workers work in unsafe & unethical spaces where they may be reprimanded for doing the right thing. Who protects them? #MacroSW https://t.co/zRWlvA0BEY

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: A3: Understandably, it may be difficult to speak to practice conflicts in this forum. This is part of the decision-making a…

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
@karenzgoda @ACLU I just wish they didn’t also support “free speech” for hate groups :/ #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 🌐🍀 @spcummings
@TheMattSchwartz Matt: Thanks for this point. Quality supervision is vital. Supervision should be provided by someone knowledgeable in your practice and versed in ethical decision-making #MacroSW

Elese Lorentzen @Mercy31353
A3) by working our sw ethics, being just in the face of unethical leadership, and leading by example #macrosw

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3 Seek Supervision! If something feels off it probably is! If supervision feels off, get more supervision from outside…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @sarahfshor: A3: Fortunately, no examples here. But, as a young social worker, my answer is always going to be supervision. Seek guidan…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A3.3 NETWORK! Online, in-person, over the phone, by postcards and whatever means necessary! You'll need professional supports. #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: @TheMattSchwartz Matt: Thanks for this point. Quality supervision is vital. Supervision should be provided by someone ki…

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
A3 Our response will be more effective if it's not JUST clinical staff or JUST managers/policy makers/leaders. Sometimes an ethical situation for an individual needs to become a policy change. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 🌐🍀 @spcummings
RT @JuliaTich: A3: This is something I think about all the time with school SW and work with children in general. In some schools it's very…
mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@TheMattSchwartz EXACTLY. QUIT! Because there are jobs out there that do not require human rights violations in their job description!!!
#MacroSW

LeahFurbs @LeahFurbs5
Consult the NASW ethical dilemma hotline! Getting someone else’s perspective such as a supervisor or trusted colleague is also recommended.
HOTLINE: https://t.co/wjWhn71DYP #MacroSW https://t.co/QaGZl1WREF

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @JenniferTheMSW: A3: 1. vote or run for office 2. donate money or time to orgs that are going to be overwhelmed in the crisis 3. educate.

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3.2 Develop your Social Voice: Social Media isn’t slacktivism (that’s an ableist standpoint). Develop your eTools! #m

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @poliSW: @AndreasBalasis @spcummings A2 Educate and speak up. Have thoughtful discussions, call out injustices when you see them, a...

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @VilissaThompson: A3: We should always speak up. However, this works well if your agency/organization is ethical & take concerns expre...

Stephen Cummings 🏳️‍🌈 @spcummings
A3: Protest openly. A show of community engagement is important. Social media helps communicate to the broader audience of even the small protests. #MacroSW https://t.co/1r8EO1sYLE

Brianna Simons @SocialWERKit
A3: As social workers, we advocate on behalf of those who are impacted by these policies- those who are silenced and oppressed by society.
our gvn't. While the policies enforce these cycles of oppression, we come to the front lines to speak and expose them #MacroSW https://t.co/LVVq15dtE8

Stephen Cummings 🏳️‍🌈 @spcummings
RT @LeahFurbs5: Consult the NASW ethical dilemma hotline! Getting someone else’s perspective such as a supervisor or trusted colleague i

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A3.4 Start a savings account. Save money each week. I have been homeless. I have been hungry. It helps make walking away easier. #macroc

Karen 🇺🇸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
A3: For those in direct practice, check with your supervisor: Supervision conversations about social justice and social work practice (Hair, 201! #MacroSW https://t.co/OzOfeBdJzM

Praxis Podcast @PraxisPod
A3 I don’t have experience responding to an ethical dilemma during crisis, but with current crisis, I think we should be lifting the voices of colle...

TravelMSW('<?) @JenniferTheMSW
RT @spcummings: A3: Protest openly. A show of community engagement is important. Social media helps communicate to the broader audie...

Katherine @policystudent3
A3. If you are faced with an ethical dilemma- take time, weigh pros and cons, seek advice from supervisors and refer Back to our core values

considering who is benefitting or facing consequences as a result of your decision on how to act #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
If your looking to take action check out Voting is Social Work https://t.co/7Qco4XEgY5. They have resources about getting out the vote for both practitioners and social work faculty #MacroSW

Naomi DC @naomiMSWstudent
A3: I definitely believe that utilizing supervision is an excellent way to deal with ethical dilemmas in practice. Also, the NASW provides free ethics consultations. On a larger scale, SW should always advocate for more ethical policies in their work environments! #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@AbbyRameyMSW @karenzgoda @ACLU This speaks to my favorite line from one of my favorite movies, The American President- along the lines of you can't just have free speech for your viewpoint, you have to embrace it for someone who is advocating for "that which you would spend a lifetime opposing." #macrosw

TravelMSW @JenniferTheMSW
RT @SocialWERKit: A3: As social workers, we advocate on behalf of those who are impacted by these policies- those who are silenced and c

Naomi DC @naomiMSWstudent
RT @spcummings: A3: Protest openly. A show of community engagement is important. Social media helps communicate to the broader audience of…

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@spcummings Honestly, if it's that bad. I'd say leave the position. Or at the very least find some where else to work. Ethical crises shouldn't bx #MacroSW

Karen 🍗 Zgoda @karenzgoda
📸📸📸 #MacroSW https://t.co/JYN4LAe8Hq

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
A3: as other people are saying, the power of supervision and peer support can't be underestimated in making sure you're making the ethical c #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SocialWERKit: A3: As social workers, we advocate on behalf of those who are impacted by these policies- those who are silenced and c

Karen 🍗 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @LeahFurbs5: Consult the NASW ethical dilemma hotline! Getting someone else's perspective such as a supervisor or trusted colleague i

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @spcummings: A3: Protest openly. A show of community engagement is important. Social media helps communicate to the broader audie of…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: A3: Protest openly. A show of community engagement is important. Social media helps communicate to the broader audie of…

Karen 🍗 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @A2RecDirect: A3 Our response will be more effective if it's not JUST clinical staff or JUST managers/policy makers/leaders. Sometimes i
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3.3 NETWORK! Online, in-person, over the phone, by postcards and whatever means necessary! You'll need professional
s…

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @A2RecDirect: A3 Our response will be more effective if it's not JUST clinical staff or JUST managers/policy makers/leaders. Sometimes i

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
A3 Themes: Engage in supervision directly; consult ethical dilemma hotline; advocacy of those directly impacted by unethical policy #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@LeahFurbs5 I didn't know we had one! That's so cool! #macrosw

@mizz_picklez @mizzpicklezz
@spcummings Our response as professionals should be to collaborate more across the macro-micro abyss. Both practices inform each other
#MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
So many great answers in the #MacroSW chat room tonight! https://t.co/XlOWrNMHG5

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@nancy_kusmaul @LeahFurbs5 Yes, great resource! I learn so much at these chats! #MacroSW

RandyB @RandyB21755321
A3: We actually just discussed this in class today. If I came up against something that I didn't know how to handle ethically, I would call the NA Ethics Committee hotline. #macrow

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
@nancy_kusmaul @karenzgoda @ACLUTrue, but at the same time there's a point where a line is crossed and it's not just a "viewpoint" - it's #MacroSW

TravelMSW @JenniferTheMSW
@TheMattSchwartz so have I. The issue with that is, do I want my 2yo to suffer too? there is no right answer. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @PraxisPod: A3 I don't have experience responding to an ethical dilemma during crisis, but with current crisis, I think we should be lif…

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3.2 Develop your Social Voice: Social Media isn't slacktivism (that's an ableist standpoint). Develop your eTools! #m

LeahFurbs @LeahFurbs5
@mizzpicklezz @AndreasBalasis @nasw I would have never known looking at what is going on!! Thanks for informing me. Maybe one day I'll the ethics upheld as it was originally intended. 😊 #macrow

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A3.5 Always save professional contacts & colleagues info into your personal address book (you'll want it later). From experience. #macrow

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @spcummings: A3: Protest openly. A show of community engagement is important. Social media helps communicate to the broader audie of…

ny @nythomps
RT @MiaProhaska: I don’t feel that social work principles or best practice is really a consideration of this current administration. Sadly,…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @AbbyRameyMSW @karenzgoda @ACLU This speaks to my favorite line from one of my favorite movies, The Amerik President-…

Mia 미애 @SeeMiaRoll
RT @VilissaThompson: A1: Very concerned about how social workers are & will be used to separate families. Also wonder if we’ll be utilize…

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@spcummings And as a profession we need to lean on each other more, organize across different SW professional organizations so that we can influence and hopefully change these horrific policies #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
This is such a great community! #MacroSW https://t.co/OBOJcvWQ2v

Dr. Nancy Hansen @DrNancyHansen
RT @VilissaThompson: A3: We should always speak up. However, this works well if your agency/organization is ethical & take concerns expres…

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Q4 is coming up in 1 minute! #MacroSW

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @poliSW: If your looking to take action check out Voting is Social Work https://t.co/7Qcc4XEdY5. They have resources about getting out…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz @JenniferTheMSW Then resist from within. ORGANIZE. #MacroSW

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
@spcummings A3: We have to speak up, advocate and educate ourselves. #MacroSW

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @SocialWERKit: A3: As social workers, we advocate on behalf of those who are impacted by these policies- those who are silenced and c

claire lynch @claiiireSW
A3: For me, in addition to supervision, it is important to hear from individuals/mentors that have no stake in the issue and can listen without a t #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz @JenniferTheMSW You have the tools to resist, rise up, and lead others #MacroSW

Ann-Marie O’Brien @StrongGirl51 #macroSW https://t.co/uyk9uCFNrc

TravelMSW @JenniferTheMSW @spcummings @nancy_kusmaul @LeahFurbs5 also professional liability insurances are good to talk to when things get <real bad> #MacroS
mizz_picklezz@mizzpicklezz
@AbbyRameyMSW @nancy_kusmaul @karenzgoda @ACLU Or just good old fashioned racism #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @JenniferTheMSW: @spcummings @nancy_kusmaul @LeahFurbs5 also professional liability insurances are good to talk to when things <real...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
@JenniferTheMSW @spcummings @nancy_kusmaul @LeahFurbs5 @NASW has some great options for members! #macrosw

Stephen Cummings 📈ǧ @spcummings
Q4: How has your place of work reacted to your engagement in ethical policy issues? Supportive? Not? #MacroSW

Andreas Balasis @AndreasBalasis
A3: I think it comes down to how entrenched you are in the cause. Even if it could mean losing your job, or freedom, you'll respond with your heart and soul. Examples are found in the activists who are sitting in cells today, who's names you won't see or hear in the news #macrosw https://t.co/hLGpz3zoXw

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @spcummings: A3 Themes: Engage in supervision directly; consult ethical dilemma hotline; advocacy of those directly impacted by unethical practices. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: Q4: How has your place of work reacted to your engagement in ethical policy issues? Supportive? Not? #MacroSW

TravelMSW @JenniferTheMSW
@TheMattSchwartz I love when I get that opportunity for change. #MacroSW

Samantha Matthews @sammatthews0
A3: While I don't have any experience with this, I think it's critical to take a stand in the face of ethical dilemmas. That might mean quitting as others have suggested. I agree with other suggestions of reaching out to peers and mentors for advice. #macrosw

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @karenzgoda: Support @ACLU and take it to the courts! They have a great track record in getting bad laws stopped: https://t.co/JQW4tKxrm...

Ann-Marie O'Brien @StrongGirl51
I love this conversation. #macrosw

TravelMSW @JenniferTheMSW
RT @spcummings: Q4: How has your place of work reacted to your engagement in ethical policy issues? Supportive? Not? #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Re ethics: Loewenberg, Dolgoff, Harrington Ethical Principles Screen & The Congress ETHIC Model #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 🌱石榴 @spcummings
Again, this may be hard to talk about openly in this forum. #MacroSW

Karen ♡ Zgoda @karenzgoda
@AbbyRameyMSW @nancy_kusmaul @ACLU “Freedom of expression is the matrix, the indispensable condition, of nearly every other form of freedom.” —U.S. Supreme Court Justice Benjamin N. Cardozo in Palko v. Connecticut https://t.co/3VTkW6Q3tL via @aclu #MacroSW
A3: Whose * #MacroSW

Kayla Rayne-bow 🇦🇺@KaylaRayne_ A3: supervision! Not just for new social workers either. Also, if you can directly intervene, do it. #MacroSW https://t.co/wU0ZO1lqGo

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt RT @spcummings: For tonight's #MacroSW chat, we'll be talking about Social work leadership in the face of ethical policy conflicts. Read ou...

Stephen Cummings 🤖@spcummings RT @karenzgoda: @AbbyRameyMSW @nancy_kusmaul @ACLU “Freedom of expression is the matrix, the indispensable condition, of nearl every other…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz A4 I asked about my twitter during onboarding. I was told it was okay to have one, but that I'd be held accountable for my words. I said “awes... My agency believes in “doing the rightest thing” in all situations so I’d say supportive #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @spcummings: This is such a great community! #MacroSW https://t.co/OBOJcvWQ2v

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul RT @karenzgoda: @AbbyRameyMSW @nancy_kusmaul @ACLU “Freedom of expression is the matrix, the indispensable condition, of nearl every other…

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz RT @spcummings: Again, this may be hard to talk about openly in this forum. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 🤖@spcummings @StrongGirl51 Yes! I appreciate all the engagement tonight! #MacroSW

Alix @TwerkerSocial A3: SPEAK UP! Not only for yourself when you need supervision, but also for your clients by protesting, advocating, and starting dialogue #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz @spcummings Okay, everyone...switch to Ig-Pay Atin-Lay... #macrosw

@mizz_picklezz@mizzpicklezz @spcummings I'm not sure yet. But I'm sure I will find out soon enough ..that is if I ever publish my thoughts on Medium ?? #MacroSW

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt RT @sarahfshor: A1: I think the issue is that social work has played no role in this admin, especially w immigration policy, when in realit...

TravelMSW✈️@JenniferTheMSW I have discussed this b4 privately, but when a supe decided to be unethical I had to put myself in the crosshairs for change. It was painful, I mi work, but the org is safer. I left in the end to take care on myself & my fam #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul @TheMattSchwartz Kudos to you for asking #macrosw!

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
At my first field placement, my radical leftism was not at all out of place and I could express it fully - my supervisor was totally on the same page as me. Not so sure what the vibe is at my new placement, but I don't think it's the same. I could be wrong tho! #MacroSW https://t.co/P1R4MUYF

Casey Bohrman @CaseyBohrman
A4: Responding to this and potentially exposing problem behavior at your place of employment is an ethical dilemma in and of itself 😅😅 #MacroSW https://t.co/kri9Rpbu4

Stephen Cummings 😊 @spcumings
@TheMattSchwartz I have a similar experience. My Twitter bio includes "Tweets are my own" per my employer's direction. I suspect for things #MacroSW :) 

Ashley Nassar @ashley_nassar
Q3: When it comes to professional collaboration on ethical dilemmas, one pertinent issue to my class peers is protection against client confidentiality breach in field seminar. https://t.co/neY5UtaOQe #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
@nancy_kusmaul thank you! I didn't want to have to use a secret handle on here again lol #macrosw

Julia Tich @JuliaTich
A4: Not a place of work, but when I was an undergraduate student at Villanova, administration and staff were not receptive and hostile to myself and other students questioning the counseling center #MacroSW

Kayla Rayne-bow 🏳️‍🌈@KaylaRayne
As far as examples, I choose not to give details about my job other than basics. I want to be very careful with confidentiality. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 😊 @spcumings
RT @AbbyRameyMSW: At my first field placement, my radical leftism was not at all out of place and I could express it fully - my supervisor…

Karen 🍓Zgoda @karenzgoda
@mizzpicklezz @AbbyRameyMSW @nancy_kusmaul @ACLU Free speech is a right, yet not without consequences! I love hearing other viewpoints and understanding another's point of view even if I don't agree with them. #MacroSW

TravelMSW 🛋 @JenniferTheMSW
Q4: #macroSW opps.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ashley_nassar: Q3: When it comes to professional collaboration on ethical dilemmas, one pertinent issue to my class peers is protection

Brianna Simons @SocialWERKit
A4: I think it can be difficult if you are in a host setting or not. I am not sure that other professions welcome this level of engagement and conversation so publicly. Coworkers are not always encouraged to be as vocal #MacroSW https://t.co/FLEDsM9Sjx

Stephen Cummings 😊 @spcumings
@JenniferTheMSW That sounds like it was incredibly frustrating and difficult. You did what was necessary, though! #MacroSW

Karen 🍓Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcumings: Q4: How has your place of work reacted to your engagement in ethical policy issues? Supportive? Not? #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 😊 @spcumings
@KaylaRayne_ Yes, this is understandable! #MacroSW

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz @spcummings @TheMattSchwartz This is why my location is Wakanda 😂 #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz RT @mizzpicklezz: @spcummings @TheMattSchwartz This is why my location is Wakanda 😂 #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul RT @karenzgoda: @mizzpicklezz @AbbyRameyMSW @nancy_kusmaul @ACLU Free speech is a right, yet not without consequences! I love hearing other...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz @mizzpicklezz @spcummings okay, because I was getting jealous for a second... #macrosw

Karen 🌐 Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @CaseyBohrman: A4: Responding to this and potentially exposing problem behavior at your place of employment is an ethical dilemma in

Stephen Cummings 🤝🏻 @spcummings Q5 - last question - coming up in 30 seconds! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz RT @spcummings: Q5 - last question - coming up in 30 seconds! #MacroSW

Karen 🌐 Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @ashley_nassar: Q3: When it comes to professional collaboration on ethical dilemmas, one pertinent issue to my class peers is protection

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW @ashley_nassar It's really corporate and has a huge staff, whereas my old placement was small and staff were very educated about social jur: (and involved in activism) #MacroSW

Sarah Shor @sarahfshor A4: I've tried to keep my ethical policy advocacy separate from my placement, especially having my BSW placement in rural Georgia. I'm sure grow and work in different places, my experiences will change as well #macrosw

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt A3: I wrestled with my role as often the only social worker I "The room where it happens" so much that I decided to move to academia to try to more social workers in that space. We need to be there. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 🤝🏻 @spcummings @mizzpicklezz @TheMattSchwartz So, they're open to ethical policy challenges there! #MacroSW https://t.co/wL0p6LuedS

Kayla Rayne-bow 🇲️ @KaylaRayne_ A4: It's been a mixed reception. Overall, I've found supportive co-workers and supervisors. I think having a group of people to help advocate with you is reviving in a time of constant atrocity. #MacroSW https://t.co/85cixwRK3R

Andreas Balasis @AndreasBalasis A4: No experience with this yet, but an unsupportive response has to be indicative of deeper ethical issues that permeate the agency's core #macrosw https://t.co/rj6JhaC9W0
Q4.2: for our students present, I turned down an internship b/c they found out I was QUEER and told me that wouldn't fit in with their organization so I'd have to tone it down. Like, WHAT? #macrosw

RT @A2RecDirect: A3 Our response will be more effective if it's not JUST clinical staff or JUST managers/policy makers/leaders. Sometimes it's anissue of how we present our response.
Stephen Cummings 🤗 @spcumings
I know we always say this, but I can't believe how fast that hour was! #MacroSW

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
A5 It would be interesting to do another conversation on ethical dilemmas that Macro SWkers face, and how we address them using micro or methods. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 🤗 @spcumings
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A5 SELF CARE! Love yourself! Breathe! Drink plenty of water! GET SLEEP! Crochet, Sew, Craft, Watercolor! Sing or Dance...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcumings: I know we always say this, but I can't believe how fast that hour was! #MacroSW

@mizz_picklezz 😊 @mizzpicklezz
@spcumings I'm not sure about anyone else, but the anxiety that I feel about the world we live in today keeps me up at night..like this is a bit and dangerous place. Our government has sanctioned detaining children the least of us! #MacroSW it's a hard thing to see

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
@spcumings thank you for hosting!! #macrosw

Stephen Cummings 🤗 @spcumings
#MacroSW chat returns next Thursday. The transcript will be posted and shared shortly. Good night, everyone!

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcumings: #MacroSW chat returns next Thursday. The transcript will be posted and shared shortly. Good night, everyone!

Olive, MSW @Bensonolivia2
@spcumings A3: many social workers deal with ethical crises often. in attempt to streamline and add continuity to this I believe many agenc have set policies to aide in decision making. I’m thinking of DV shelter eligibility requirements such as imminent risk. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 🤗 @spcumings
@A2RecDirect Yes, I agree...we'll keep this conversation moving! #MacroSW

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @LeahFurbs5: Consult the NASW ethical dilemma hotline! Getting someone else's perspective such as a supervisor or trusted colleague i

Karen ❤️ Zgoda @karenzgoda
❤️ this idea! #MacroSW https://t.co/qCv2J6QGhn

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
A5: This chat has raised many thoughts and dilemmas for me. Thanks for a thought provoking evening. #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
Time to go crochet a cactus...no sunlight in my office lol #macrosw

@mizz_picklezz 😊 @mizzpicklezz
@spcumings Thank you Stephen. It's goo to be back #MacroSW 😊
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A5: This chat has raised many thoughts and dilemmas for me. Thanks for a thought provoking evening. #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @A2RecDirect: A5 It would be interesting to do another conversation on ethical dilemmas that Macro SWkers face, and how we address it!

Andreas Balasis @AndreasBalasis
RT @spcummings: I know we always say this, but I can't believe how fast that hour was! #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 🤔 @spcummings
@TheMattSchwartz As always, thanks for joining in, Matt! #MacroSW

TravelMSW 🇺🇸 @JenniferTheMSW
A5: I just wanted to throw out there I spent $200 on books... that may or may not have something to do with a certain book list. #macrosw

Kayla Rayne-bow 🇺🇸 @KaylaRayne_
A5: register to vote! That will have a big impact on the population we serve. Also, have a great night! #MacroSW https://t.co/7cwg6gx4io

ny 🤗 @nythomps
It is amazing to know the future of the country is in our hands, despite what current admin suggests. Let’s be the change 😊 #macrosw https://t.co/9cAYq1Gujx

Stephen Cummings 🍋 @spcummings
@mizzpicklez I agree. This is not what the world should look like. I want to be a part of the change that has to happen, ethnically and morally. #MacroSW

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
Thank you for the opportunity to continue learning #MacroSW.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @KaylaRayne_: A5: register to vote! That will have a big impact on the population we serve. Also, have a great night! #MacroSW https://t.co/7cwg6gx4io

Stephen Cummings 🍋 @spcummings
@nancy_kusmaul Thanks Nancy! Always great to have you here! #MacroSW

Karen 💘 Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MacroSW https://t.co/0YmH637pxS

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
RT @KaylaRayne_: A5: register to vote! That will have a big impact on the population we serve. Also, have a great night! #MacroSW https://t.co/7cwg6gx4io

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
A5: Doing the right thing can feel impossible or feel like failure but it always matters what we do and how we do it! #MacroSW

Karen 💘 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @WrightEriel: Thank you for the opportunity to continue learning #MacroSW.

Karen 💘 Zgoda @karenzgoda
❤️ #MacroSW https://t.co/zqw7Jtxcdz
Karen 🌿 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A5: This chat has raised many thoughts and dilemmas for me. Thanks for a thought provoking evening. #macrosw

Stephen Cummings 🌻 @spcummings
RT @PolicyDrSchmidt: A5: Doing the right thing can feel impossible or feel like failure but it always matters what we do and how we do it!…

Casey Bohrman @CaseyBohrman
Agreed! Great job #SW711 students. #MacroSW https://t.co/eou3q8ekd5

Karen 🌿 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @PolicyDrSchmidt: A5: Doing the right thing can feel impossible or feel like failure but it always matters what we do and how we do it!…

Stephen Cummings 🌻 @spcummings
@WrightEriel It's always great to have you here in the conversation, Eriel! #MacroSW

@mizz_picklezz 😞 @mizzpicklezz
@A2RecDirect Omg..this sounds like MSW homework lol #MacroSW it is a great idea..it's just...that damn pyramid 😞

TravelMSW 🪢 @JenniferTheMSW
RT @PolicyDrSchmidt: A5: Doing the right thing can feel impossible or feel like failure but it always matters what we do and how we do it!…

Katherine @policystudent3
RT @nythomps: It is amazing to know the future of the country is in our hands, despite what current admin suggests. Let's be the change 😊

Stephen Cummings 🌻 @spcummings
RT @CaseyBohrman: Agreed! Great job #SW711 students. #MacroSW https://t.co/eou3q8ekd5

Abby Ramey @AbbyRameyMSW
@CaseyBohrman This was so fun! Thanks for introducing us to this chat - I can see myself participating again even without being required to for class! #MacroSW

claire lynch @claiiireSW
RT @PolicyDrSchmidt: A5: Doing the right thing can feel impossible or feel like failure but it always matters what we do and how we do it!…

Stephen Cummings 🌻 @spcummings
@A2RecDirect @nasw I'd love to know more about this resource, too! #MacroSW

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
A5: Also- don't forget we are not alone! I am here to help any way I can and so appreciate this community! #MacroSW

Alix @TwerkerSocial
A5: I wish everyone was required to read the NASW Code of Ethics...maybe implementing them into our policies would make the world a better place #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings 🌻 @spcummings
@AbbyRameyMSW @CaseyBohrman We look forward to seeing you here again, Abby! #MacroSW

Ann-Marie O'Brien @StrongGirl51
I keep forgetting #macroSW! https://t.co/F9R6Be0gOl
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